
 

For many novice guitarists, the learning process can be frustrating and daunting. There are too many strings to learn how to tune,
which tuning is best for what songs, what chords work best with which scales and keys, and on and on. That’s why we’ve put
together this post about ten beginner-friendly lessons that will help you get started quickly. Learn the basics for free right now!
The beauty of these lessons is that you can jump ahead or go back at any time without losing your place in the song. Need a
place to start? Get cracking on our first, most essential lesson below. 1. How To Tune Your Guitar In this video, JamPlay
instructor Tom breaks down the basics of tuning your guitar, including why you want the strings on your guitar to be in tune and
how you can improve your ability to play in tune with your band or by yourself. Tom also shows you some great exercises that
will help you improve your ear and learn how to tune faster and more accurately. If you’re not familiar with how to read guitar
tablature (music notation) and don’t know where to turn next, the following music lessons will get you started: 2. How To Read
Tablature In this video, JamPlay instructor Tom explains what tablature is and how it works. He also shows you the basics of
reading traditional music notation along with how to translate it to guitar tablature. If you’re not sure how to start learning songs,
Tom also demonstrates some exercises that will help make playing in time and getting in tune easier: If your primary goal is to
learn how to play songs and master the guitar fretboard use the following song lessons: 3. How To Learn Songs With Chord
Progressions In this lesson, JamPlay instructor Tom teaches you a great exercise that he uses when teaching students who want
to learn new songs. In this exercise, you learn a new chord as it applies to several different song progressions. In the end, you’ll
be able to play your favorite songs faster and with greater accuracy. 4. How To Figure Out Guitar Chord Progressions In this
lesson, JamPlay instructor Tom shows how to use a strategy called transposing to figure out guitar chord progressions fast. He
gives you a couple of different transposing techniques and shows you how to use them step-by-step in order to figure out any
guitar song you hear. 5. How To Play Guitar By Ear In this lesson, JamPlay instructor Tom shows you the basic tools that are
necessary to start learning songs by ear. He'll show you how to use your ears effectively with simple exercises that will help you
learn the basics of reading chord charts, tablature, and music notation. 6. How To Master The Open Guitar Chords In this
lesson, JamPlay instructor Tom teaches you how to play and master the most commonly used open chords on guitar. He walks
through each chord type individually and lists out all of the notes that make up the chord shape along with some helpful tips on
how to play each chord perfectly.
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